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ABSTRACT

The problem of mental retardation in rural areas is a vast unknown.

Retardation has become a national concern only in the past few years, but

much confusion still exists concerning this subject.

Today there is agreement that the mentally retarded may be classi-

fied into four major categories: profoundly retarded, severely retarded*

moderately retarded, and the mildly retarded. Moreover, a firth category,

those of borderline intelliclAnce;. is of equal concern.

The numbers of mentally retarded varies by surveys, but it is esti-

mated that approximately two to three per cent of the population is men-

tally retarded. More significant than gross numbers, however, is the

fact that the mentally retarded are living longer than ever before.

The attitudes of rural families toward the mentally retarded child

appear to be changing. In increasing numbers rural families are insti-

tutionalizing their children. On the other hand, other rural families

prefer to keep their child at home but demand local facilities to assist

in his care.

Local facilities for rural families are virtually non-existent. Prob-

lems of transportation for dispersed population and coordination of activ-

ities must .75,-a- solvA before effective nrnarame can be cmfiahlinbad,



DEFINITION AND TERMINOLOGY

_. ;t ( .- '* ) .,. - . '. =:]. . -,4,; T'.,i: _

While considerable progress has 'been_ made..in acce p t..- irigtntal ' ,r, eta
,-

dation, some confusion still remains over--what i..s.:really. meant by mental'
retardation. .In large part this may be due to. changes in the meaning, cif
terms among the:professimali:- :Thus, tociiy.,ratiker than -spe'aking of -Ehe mon-
goloid (an,_acceptakle,!terp less than two -years ',-40), -this Syi,i'diurile is= c1:n.ow

called Downs.' .,Syndrome after DOwns, the first called the ccindil-
.._ _ , . L ' . ' e

tion Rpngoli.sra. .- ;" 'T.', ,,,,-.--,,,. . 1-;,-?.1.,:-. 1.: -:

-. C.1414-.4.2cation.o4,- tile confusion regarding terminploiri_anC.,defi_nitiOnS":`- t A of
related !to manta? ,44:=1:-..-.-Iiiitiuri is an obvious ,and_neo,esthary staititig p9itit.''
First, what are the differences the 'feOlefilin.did ; ,Mental .:11,04,6-3:ent, ;

and mentally retarded? For all practical puilkies`there'are riOne. -In--

_earlier:days some, persons we,re.,called feebleminded, but it was decided this

had -.a bad connotation. , MOtal,retardation andn1iential;detiCienCy --±1ieti-wqTe _

both used, and while .an attempt ;fie. ;Ode .to differentiate ti:te. t:wOlteritriS, -:

they are now used interchaligeablY. 1/ -Today, Mental -retardation' is'used
most,.often.

, ,

Given-this ,_,the real _'qU'estiOn ii':what-doe's' it, mean when an 'indiVidifil.... ,

said
, _ .

does
,

is said to be. ,ment,ally yetarded.. ./t _does .riat,meaii, the'. :individual i g* mental-
ly ill, although the mentally retarded 'can" become mentally ill, -_reco,er'ficim
their illness and still min' mentally retarded: -:The Afaeridan' AsSdalatiOn
on Mental Deficiency defines retardation'_ as " . . . mental defect existing
from birth or f.rom an early ages (persons who) are incapable of profiting
froiri oTaziary senc,-0,11.115;,=Tvihr. iT4,2=pab.le of ni.114ein.el themsAlves an ttieir
affairs with ordinary prtidence:" 2/- -TtiuS-, mental' retar-datiOn is' not a'

entity or disease but rather a condition of subnormal mental develop-

ment which exists either at birth or early childhood. 3/

French has pointed to the dangers of over simplification.of the don.L--
cept of retardation and reliance on the intelligence qudtient'as a: measure
of retardation. 4/ However, for our purposes, psychometric examinations
plus:medical, socral, and education evaluation will place the meniaily re==
tarded..in one of four large classifications. Here again, prObleis of
change in terminology arise.

. -
,..Originally, the most retarded individuals` were called idiots.. theSe,

are individuals who cannot protect themselves from common pliys3=1 dangers.
They may have no depth perception and walk off a large height, burn them7,
selves, etc. At best they may learn a few simple words but even hire;
-their usage may be incorrect. Later, it was decided that idiot was a2bad
term and they were called low gtacitz-;- which was rajected -r:atber-
After briefly flirtiag with ,custodial or permanent, care, this .category
was named profoundly retarded. ;

1. ', 54,,

'either,The imbecile, .the individual. who will_ need 'either institutional' pr
clOse family supervision,. sufferced-a similar After pabsinj through
the midd3..s..far:sacht stage and the educator's trainable classifiCation;- thie
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category was split. The "most involved who could walk ;rid do a few extremely
simple activities are called severely_ retarded. Those rho can avoid common
dangers, carry on a simple conversation, but who must 'have close supervision
to carry on the affairs of every day living whether at home or in a residen-
tial.ficiiity 'are Moderately -retarded.

,

The Moron, high grade, educable and now mildly rget-,arded indiVidUal 'can
in moit.casSWi.th proper tia3WDe -a self:=ppOltiffirriTalvidt'al. It-is

11,41Gat. 1!=17/1GWVCi u:$ kicruczuz4 cycLy
one "of us itpe44.--4.1::::"..; each day: It is a conimintark on "ourrabliiP:
that such persons are frectLsr:tly not "retarded" until they ard-defiyik%A

.they do not 'come to theett-:...nti,s a welfare agency or police
may their lives' without being called"Or regarded

).., .4., . '
as mentally rt*ardod. tyVe -of retaraation is 'aSsoCiited-iiith
theL3Wer's(564,6e0ori4MiC

Finally,
7,1 . ,

tnere is ia:firtii interstitial grOUP,tboSet of borderline Intel-
ligence'wlio are 'e-t10eti: tl:iel,Mildly'retarded aril the dull -normal. The great
majority . of theie tor *ire of indePendent living.

It should be noted that the profoundly and severely retarded gerierallY
have,,more physical deformities than the moderately stand mildly ,retarded.
This,ofiCOurse,.means,adOtie3ijal ptoblemS in fiiannj prOgrais fOr these
people. Tatle.I'StithmarizeS-fhe*-Changes which haVe-cncurred in thinking'.
regaiiii.n4 the; classification "of mental retardation.

_
TERMINOLOGY

''TABLE 1.
'

R T fiizriiikr04i AND 1.,Q. IN iviENitL RETP.DA 1. g

Idiot -.Low Grade:
Profoundly Retarded'

I,

I. Q., RANGE
44 .4

Less than 20
Ledg'than 20

Imbecile - 'addle "Grade 7' Trainable 20. = 49
Severely Retarded 20 -' 35'
Moderately Retarded 36' 51

Moron 7 High Grade Educable 50. - 69
Mildly. Retarded' 62

Borderline 68 - 83 '

CAtiES_ OF RETARDATION

As noted 'abOtre,. mental 'retardation is a conilition which describes indi-
viduals ranging from those who are completely helpless to those' 'who are ca-
pable,of_ independent living., is obvious then that there are many differ'
ent ,causes of retardation ; moreover , there is re latively little agreement
concernin "causal classifia'ation. It has been estimated that there are



hundreds of separate causes of retardation. One of the most comprehensive
reviews of the literature may be 'found in Clarke and Clarke. 5/

While terminology and theories vary'greatly, there appears to be agree-
ment that the causes of retardation may be classified either as an alien or
new character' of a pathological' nature not normally, found or those who are
"normal" variants from the population And who, through heredity or poor
environment, are retarded. Again, it should be noted there are many vari-
ations of these basic nonnAnts. Parenthstically, both lltredity and environ-
ment Hoy play a part in either 'classificattqq,

Pathological defects have been classified in five ways by Clarke:

1. Rare -dominant defeats; e.g., Huntington's Chorea
2.- Rare redeasiiie defects, 6.1.,-Phenylketonuria
3. Rare -sex- linked defects
4. Envirorimental,factors

a. Blastophthonia (germ plasm injuries), x-ray, lead poisoning, etc.
b. 7Prehatal influences 'on the.fetuse.g., measlesc. 'Natal factorS;,-birth injuries
d. PoSthatal-influences, :e.g.,-meningitis--

'DefeCtS of 'obScure origin, e.g.,tongolLim -6/

Many other examples could be given but this list illustrates the point
that two hOlthy parents may, because of recessive or dominant.gene defects,
because of'injUry to the germ" plasm,-the fetus. at birth or shortly, there
after, have a mentally retarded child.

there is no discernible orkania cause for the oreat maioritv of persons
who are classified as mentally .retarded. Unless one is prepared.to accept
the either /or proposition that mental retardation is a function of heredity
(retaided parents hive retarded' children)' or environment (living conditions
create retardation) explanations grow quite complex. 7/ The present state
of knowledge suggests there is an interrelationship between heredity and
environment; particularly in the etiology of the mildly retarded individual.
The diffiCulty comes in weighing the relative importance of each factor.

PREVALENCE AND INCIDENCE

It is somewhat disconcerting' to find one of the nation's major health
problems has never been completely identified as to its scope. It is com-
forting to'rely on the estimate of the World Health Organization that two
per cent of the population is mentally retarded or the three per cent
estimate of the National Association for Mentally Retarded Children. Never-
theless, many pamphlets still use Penrose's findings that the "feeble- mind--_ (=roil or mildly retarded) include 2.26 per cent of the population, the
imbeciles 0.24 per cent and the idiot 0.06 per cent with an implication of
complete Precision. 8/
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The fact remains; however, that a number

which yield a variety of figUres for the inci

tal retardation. (The terms are used here in

incidence is the number born each year whiff

of disozdevs existing in a defined pooulat

of the surveys are concerned with the urb

truly unfortunate that we know so little

of surveys have been made
dente and prevalence of .men-

the sense O' Conner described:

e prevalence is the, total number

lon). 9/ Moreover, the majority

an or metropolitan areas. It is

about the problems of mental retar-

%:66-..-" gaxcao Vi. us= vg84.vcu..-Xta-

Two excellent analyses of:the problems related to defining incidence

and prevalence have appeared. 0' Conner notes three major difficulties in

measuring the extent of the .problem. They are (1) lack of precise,criteria;

(2) unreliability of the instruments of measurement; and (3) historical,

social, and personal variation*Ohich alter the liklihood of classifying indi-

viduals as retarded. 10/ The first two points are self-explanatory. The

third again points up We fact that surveys are done by individuals _for a.

particular purpose; since these vary, their findings will vary. also.

Gruenberg strikes 'a* more controversial point -for ,consideraticn when he

suggests the 2.0 to 2.2 per cent estimate of_retardation may be a function

of certain statistical assumptions; of the test constructors which may have

no basis in reality. 11/ 'This, of caurse, neither affirms nor denies Athe

fact that estimation may be either high or low.

In gAneral, however,-most surveys of the problems seem to agree that,

the prevalence of mental retardation. is approximately. twice as high forF.

males as females. Second. age fourteen seems to be the age category which

holds the aVAR+aAt numb of montAliv retarded. Third, there is li+tla nr

no-evidence-to support either the-contention that the propotict of the

retarded is decreasing or increasing in the population. Fourth., there is

no evidence to support the assumption that mental retardation occurs pro-

portionatelymore'frequently.in either rural or urban areas. This last

point will be ditcussed.in detail later,

Gruenberg offers three alternative hypotheses as to why males outrank

females in frequency of retardation, They are: (1) males are more suscepr

tible to the extrinsic factors or agents which produce retardation, (2)

standards for intellectual development are related to communication skills

which are more readily learned by females; or (3) damaged females die more

frequently than damaged males. 12/, Another consideration is that parents

may be more willing to institutionalize a boy than a girl. Gruenberg also

suggests -the reason age fourteen' is the high mark for retardation is be-.

cause older, persons lose their identification as mentally retarded and slip

back into the "normal" population.

Epidemiological surveys and administration of programs are now being

confronted with,a new problem since modern medicine has disrupted actuarial

predictions of life expectancy for the profoundly, severely, and moderately

retarded. Perhaps the best example is the mongoloid 'who less than twenty

years ago was said to have a life expectancy of nine to fourteen years.

Mongoloids are highly susceptible to upper respiratory infections and early

- 4
ti



deaths commonly occurred:because of pneumonia. Antibiotics, however, have
drastically decreased this cause of death. _Actuall;y: at this point; it is
not possible to forecast life ecpectancy for the*,mongoloid. Some suggest
that a heart malfunotion,orsan increase in chemiCal UhWaneer cr.dting aci
ity may cause death around age forty. This, of course, is speculation but 1
is known that the, mongoloid is living longer than previously. Newer medical
advances may, prolong to a point where these individudis will live long-
on thc avwzwe. Than +h° n=mal pcipulatiOn.

In the final analysis, the fact that the mentally retarded are living
longer has far more ,significanbe than whether they compoSe one, three or
even five per,ceni of the ,population. Fifteen to 20 years ago residential
facilities fOr ihe mentally retarded had no waiting lists. Today, in most
states, children may be found who have been "'waiting four to six years for
admission. ,Within their families and communities, children and adults now
sit doing nothing, Aburden and drain on their families. Lack of facilities
has prevented these persons from achieving even the minimum they are capable
of, let alone the maximum. A feW years ago they would not have been alive.
Yet, our programs today are Still:based on the fallacious assumption of a
high and early Y-mOrtality rate for the moderately, severely, and profoundly
retarded.

CHANGING RURAL ATTITUDES TOWARD MENTAL RETARDATION

For a number of'ye6rs=there-has been a rather pleasant assumption that
tal retardatiOn was, an urban problem. The "proof" was the fact that urban a
contribUted disproportionately, large numbers of first admissions to oresident
facilities. An iniiestigation in IoWa in 1920 indicated the proportion of fi:
adffiissions was. roughly' the reverse of the split in the rural-urban populatiol
'whereas-lowajn 1920 was approxiMately 80 Percent rural, approximately 80 pi

cent of ,the firii admidsions wrre,from urban areas. In 1940 44.6 per cent
Iowa-Was urban, but Shafter and Coe found that 68.9 per cent of all first ad.
missions came from these areas. 13/

In ,a more intensive'analYsis of Iowa and New York for 1940 and 1950,
Shafter and Kenkel found that while urban areas continued to contribute a
disproportionate share of fiiist admissions to residential facilities forthe
mentally retarded, the number was decreasing significantly. '14/ An exami-
nation of first admissions for 1960 for these two states reveals that the
trend has continued. It would appear that by 1970 or. 1980, first admissions
will be" approximately proportionatelY equal for lral and urban areas. Ther
fore, the "proof" no longer has validity.

The significant increases in numbers of first admissions from rural area
led Chandler and the writer to begin an investigation to determine why rural
families had decided to apply for institutionalization of their child. 15/
Unfortunately, before the study was completed, the investigators left Iowa.
Therefore, the findings presented here are suggestive rather than definitive,

-5-



Briefly, 35 rural 'fatilies who had applied for institutionalization of
.

their child were interviewed. All children had-been classified- either pro,
foundly, severely or retarded. Jhierviews were'open-ended, last-

ed several hours, an revolved around the question of what had been the

termining factors in their decision to apply. for institUtionafization'Of-
their child. It became clear that five sets of faciors,'Often'interdepend-
anti Roomed tn nparm-in Nn Attempt" -1111A611 hArAi!A 1:31rt them in

their order of importance.

.

First, ,farm housing is,changing;.the three - bedroom ranch 'dWelling throws
,

the family in contact with each other to a greater extent than ever before._ .

There no lcager is 'the upstairs room to hide the "differene-meMber of the
family.

Second, increased mobility has decreasedthe'sdlation the farm family
once experienced. ,The automobilP brirkg6,'Y.4sitOrs every day,:and perMits the

fam,,family to go to town each day if they y-s desireThe:retarded child
can either be-an embarrassment at'home or a hinderance to the family's mo-

bility. Moreover, some mives,whowishedto:wOrk in' nearby village6 and towns

and, because of the mentally retarded child at hOme, could not do so.

Third, farming has become =we complex and correspondingly more danger-
ous. Mechanizationi_mixing feeds, and the other demands placed upon the
farm worker have gone beyond the capabilities of the modei,ately mentally re-

--tarded.- The inability of the, mentally retarded child ,to be helpful around

the farm, plus thedangers,invoived, make ;him a liability rather" than an

asset. IL recent years-, placement specialists have found it Increasingly
difficult to find farm employmentfor,the mildly retarded.

Fourth, the development of diagnostic' facilities has made farm, families,
and their neighbors, aware that they have a mentally retarded child. The'

"differefit" child now becomes a retarded child, once the label has beeh

ed on him.

Fifth, consolidation of schools with,better screening but without spe-
cial education classes, has eliminated the mentally retarded child from`

community educational' facilities. It is ironical, that one 'room school :tou,-

ses could and did accomodate the retarded child.

In the final analysis, however, it was the conclusion of the investi-
gators that a basic change had occurred in the attitudes of farm families
toward mental retardation. The older notion that the family cared for its
own was being subjected to the same pressures urban families had experienced

years ago. Mobility,. lack of educational opportunities, danger, and econom-

ic usefulness all played a part in changing some rather fundamental values
of the rural family. This, of course, has been complicated by greater life
expectancy for the profoundly and severely retarded child.

In summary, it now appears as though several things are occurring simul-
taneously to rural families and their mentally retarded children. Rural
families seem to be acquiring urbanized values toward their children which



will be reflected in a greater number of children being institutionalized.
However, with increased knowledge of the cluses, of retardation, it maybe
anticipated that most "of the rural families who will keep their children
at home, will demand faCilities to assist in their *care. As sophistication
regarding retardation rises, so will the demands for special classes., Shel-,
tered workshops, day care centers, etc. In the past, requests for facil-
ities for the menially retarded have come from urban areas. It may be ex-
pected that similar requests will now cane from rural areas.

FACILITIES FOR THE MENTALLY RETARDED IN RURAL AREAS

A perusal of the literature reveals few facilities located in rural
areas which are designed to serve the mentally retarded in a specific area.
As Rothman has said, "The truly forgotten mentally retarded child is one who
lives in a rural area." 16/ Facilities may be found in rural areas but they
are designed to serve ratWii, wide geographical areas rather than a localized
rural one. For example, the well known Marbridge Ranch in Texas could be
considered to have a rural locale but young men from all parts of the state
are sent there for training. 17/

In urban areas throughout the nation may be found sheltered workshops,
day care and rehabilitation centers, etc., for the mentally retarded. As
yet, few facilities have been established for areas with a dispersed popu-
lation. 18/

The mentally retarded in rural areas are taken to urban areas for diag-
nostic purposes but the distance often eliminates them from the opportunity
of attending day care centers, sheltered workshops, etc. Once the diagnosis
has been established, most facilities are closed to them.

Kolstoe has reported the establishment of a combined employment train-
ing and evaluation center as well as a sheltered workshop in a rural area.
19/ At one point an attempt was made to provide day services for mentally
retarded persons in the surrounding area. However, problems of transporta-
tion and scheduling led to a modification of this approach so while some
did commute, a dormitory type of living was established.

Shafter and Renzaglia examined the problem of establishing a sheltered
workshop in an area of dispersed population in Illinois. 20/ Although
this survey was concerned with all types of disabilities it was found that
there was a great desire for some type of sheltered workshop for persons
in rural areas. However, problems of transportation and coordination of
activities created a situation which did not lend itself to an easy solu-
tion. Urban areas have a great advantage with public transportation. The
Illinois report recommended that regional centers be established for the
purpose of serving a dispersed population. Within the region, satellite
or sub-regional centers could be established for actual operation while thereeemmi canter would nrovide coordination for a variety ^f cp .rnt4on=. In
such a situation, the regional center would provide diagnostic and evaluation
services as well:as coordinates all sub -reecinaractivities.

-7-



Whether this approach or another is adopted, it is clear that the pre-
vious experiences of Urban areas will provide only suggestions for the tu-
ture development of facilities for the -mentally retarded in rural areas.-
Soke paths have been 'outlined. It is now up to the Nation to decide what
it wants to do for the mentally retarded. 21/
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